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Top left: A German prisoner stands in a road at Camp
Edwards in December, 1944. Photo courtesy
of the Cape Cod Military Museum

Camp Edwards
German prisoners work at a sawmill at
rtesy of NARA
following the 1944 hurricane. Photo cou

Opposite: Bourne resident Jerry Ellis shows Maj. Glen Kernusky, community relations specialist at Camp Edwards,
where the German POW camp was located during World
War II. Above, Ellis was given this model boat and military
insignia from a German POW more than 70 years ago.

To secure the camp, a stockade was built around the

military bases in World War II, most of the work

buildings featuring two barbed wire fences, the interior
of which was electrified. The camp had an infirmary, a

prisoners were asked to do involved duties regularly
performed by American soldiers, many of whom were

post exchange, a visitors building, single- and doubledecker barracks, a recreation building and a guard

stationed overseas. In his book Nazi Prisoners of War in
America, Texas A&M history professor Arnold Krammer

tower at each corner. According to Anthony Cimino’s
publication Camp Edwards in World War II, the prison
camp had the capacity to hold as many as 2,000 men at
a given time.

estimates that on military installations alone, German
prisoners completed more than 90,000 man-days of
labor between early 1943 and December of 1945.

During the war, Camp Edwards had a large convalescent
hospital where servicemen from across the country
who had been injured in battle were rehabilitated;
after treatment at Camp Edwards, they would be sent
to hospitals closer to their homes. Ellis says German
Elmer Crowell,
right,
stands at
with
his hospital—but
son, Cleon, in they
prisoners
were at
also
treated
this
the doorway of his Harwich workshop. Cleon joined
were admitted through a separate entrance.
his father in the decoy-carving business in the 1920s.
Photo courtesy of Jim Parker.
According to stipulations agreed to in the Geneva
Opposite: An
Crowell “redhead”
decoy.
Convention
of original
1929, prisoners
of war could
be required
Photo courtesy of Decoys Unlimited, Inc.
to work for the benefit of their captors. At American
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The prisoners were given operational and maintenance
tasks to perform around the base; they were also used
for contract labor, mainly at nearby farms and industrial
plants. This was important, Krammer writes, because
as the mobilization of American forces increased as the
war stretched on, the prospect for filling the enormous
holes in production at American plants and farms grew
bleak.
Contractors who would hire the prisoners faced
several obstacles, including completing an extensive
government application; other challenges included a
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EXPERIENCE IS EVERYTHING

A SIMPLE MAN,

an extraordinary talent
Harwich’s A. Elmer Crowell—the
father of decorative bird carving
I 1874,     H        
12-gauge shotgun. He’s 12 years old, but this is a different era for fish and game
hunting, when it would not have been uncommon for a Cape Cod farm boy to hunt
MATT GILL
waterfowl in his spare time. The boy learns that shorebirds are drawn to decoys;
driven
by necessity,
lack of training for
specifi
c tasks, he begins to carve them for himself using primitive tools such
a hatchet
and a pocketknife. It’s a slower time than modern day, an age when a
language barriers,as and
concerns
boy measures minutes and hours not by the screens of his electronic devices but by
about security.
the size of the pile of wood shavings accumulating about his feet on the barn floor.

MAGNUM

Moving & Storage

In

camps

Cape Cod’s moving and storage professionals for 39 years

across the country,
The80
boycents
floats per
his decoys on the water, he waits, and he shoots ducks for his
prisoners were paid
World-Class Climate and Temperate Storage
dinner and
to sell
day in canteen coupons,
with
anat market. As the years pass, folks notice the effectiveness of his

508-255-7278 • magnummoving.com

craftsmanship;
soon the boy discovers that his decoys, which he leaves set up afloat,
opportunity for more
productive
are disappearing.
to fl• ynational
off with their
feathered
local
• global
workers to earn $1.50.
The couponsNo, they’re not sprouting wings
hunters have started “borrowing” them. This leads the boy to a
could be used to buyfriends—other
cigarettes, candy
signifi
innovation; he carves the birds with removable heads that he can take
and other items in the
postcant
exchange.
a bag.
Now that people can no longer steal from him, they have no choice
In an arrangementhome
with in
the
federal
butwho
to buy
his work. Demand grows, and he turns a profit. Little does he know that
government, farmers
employed
later, his decoys will fetch tens—and even hundreds—of thousands
prisoners would paya hundred
the free years
market
of dollars at suchtorenowned auction houses as Christie’s. Nor can he know that
rate for the work performed—paid
his name, A. Elmer
the prisoners in coupons—with
the Crowell (the “A” stood for Anthony, though he never used it),
willTreasury
live on for
years after his death, nor that future generations of craftsmen will
difference paid to the
Dept.
him the father of decorative bird carving.
to support the POWconsider
program.
CAPE COD WOOD CARVING

By Chris White
With so many young men serving
courtesy
overseas, many farmsPhotos
on Cape
Cod of the Harwich Historical Society unless otherwise noted
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Can't Wait to
Get There!

were in dire need of laborers to help
harvest strawberries, cranberries
and other crops. According to
woodsholemuseum.org—the website
for the Woods Hole Historical
Museum—in 1944 alone German
prisoners aided with the harvest
of 90,000 quarts of strawberries at
Falmouth farms.
Speaking of a labor shortage, no one
could have predicted the need that
arose following the Great Atlantic

Hy-Line Landing • 230 Ocean Street • Hyannis • 800 492-8082

hylinecruises.com #THISisHYLINE

Many of the articles written about Crowell in recent years have focused on
the large sums of money that people have paid at auction for his works. It is
speculated that in 2007 a pair of his birds sold for $1.3 million, though the record
price for a single bird, according to Harmon, is more than $900,000. “But the
money isn’t important,” Harmon says, “he is.” Without Crowell, Harmon says,
others might have carved birds in decorative ways, but the art form would have
taken much longer to develop. “There was really no one in the world doing what
he was doing. He was decades ahead of everyone else.”

Hurricane, which ripped through
New England on September 14, 1944.
In the aftermath of the storm, the
Camp Edwards prisoners helped
clear fallen trees and debris from
the Cape’s roadways and beaches.
They also repaired damage at local
boatyards and built roads near the
base, including Sandwich Road in
Bourne—all under the guard of the
1114th SCU Military Police.

“There was really

no one in the world

Back at the base, the men ran the
tree trunks and branches through
portable sawmills, which had been
shipped to Camp Edwards from the
state of Washington and were set
up a short distance from the POW
camp. Through this effort, Ellis says
the prisoners helped salvage several
million board feet of lumber, which
would later be used for military
4:33 PM Ted Harmon, on Cape Cod
construction purposes.

doing what he

was doing. He was
decades ahead of

"The cruise back and forth is as much a part of this wonderful
experience as is the destination." — Richard S., TripAdvisor Review

HYL-CCL-16.indd 1

everyone else.”
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Cape Cod’s Only
U.L. Listed Monitoring Station

decoy carver A. Elmer Crowell

West Dennis resident Margaret
Eastman, 84, recalls seeing the
prisoners at work. “We moved to
Dennisport just in time for the
September 1944 hurricane,” Eastman
says. “The cleanup from that storm
went on for months, even years. As
a young girl of 13, my friends and

COLOR DECOY IMAGES COURTESY OF DECOYS UNLIMITED, INC.

According to Ted Harmon, a modern-day collector of carved birds and the owner
of Decoys Unlimited, Inc., an auction house based in Barnstable, Crowell would
sell his most utilitarian pieces for about 25 cents each. His middle- or “challenge”Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard
grade decoys sold for about
dollar
apiece,
andourhis
top-grade
“premier” work
are onlyaan
hour away
aboard
fleet
of high-speed
Let us whisk you“Crole”)
off to yourwould
vacation
or just
would fetch around $2.catamarans.
Crowell (pronounced
often
sell his best
spend the day! All departures from Hyannis.
grade birds at $24/dozen. Or he would trade them for a bucket full of quahogs.

ARCHITECTURE

I would watch the army trucks go
through town loaded with young—
and they were very young—war
prisoners. They seemed glad to see
us and waved to us, said things we
couldn't understand, but they were
smiling. We didn't do more than wave
back at them as they rode through.”
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Protecting the Beauty
& Value of your Rugs

A lifelong resident of Harwich, Albert
Raneo, 83, has similar memories. “I
remember the POWs from Germany,
dressed in blue coveralls, being
transported between strawberry
farms, cranberry bogs, and areas
that suffered severe damage from
In the spring 2014 issue of Boston
the hurricane,” Raneo says. “They
magazine, Lindsay Tucker wrote, “Next
did a lot of great work, particularly in
to jazz and scrimshaw, decoy making is
Onset where my grandmother lived.
one of the few traditionally American
The damage there was extensive.”
art forms, and very much a part of
the New England heritage.” European
According to news clippings from the
settlers learned from Native Americans
period, Cape residents were wary of
how to hunt with decoys, and Harmon
the prisoners, and there were a few
explains that advances in both shotgun
instances of prisoners making escape
technology and the use of wooden
attempts. According to Sheedy and
decoys in the 1800s created a boom (pun
Coogan’s book, a prisoner named
intended) in the market for game birds.
Victor Gleiberger ran away from a
By the time Crowell began carving his
work detail in Cotuit. He was caught
birds near the end of that century, the
a few days later after hiding in bogs
populations of shorebirds had begun
in Santuit.
to decline. Then, in 1918, the federal
government banned market gunning
As a boy, Ellis lived with his
with the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, an
grandparents in Sagamore Village and
early environmental protection law.
had multiple first-hand encounters
with the prisoners. Ellis, 82, wrote of
In a 2011 article for Forbes magazine
some of these experiences—including
titled “Ten Career Lessons From A Book
a run-in with a prisoner on the run—
About Bird Carvers,” Deborah L. Jacobs
in a recent edition of Post Scripts, the
wrote, “The decline of market gunning
newsletter for the Bourne Historical
reduced the demand for duck decoys,
Society.
but Crowell saw a potential new market
painting miniature birds.” In fact, this
One afternoon in 1944, residents
change in hunting laws would propel
in the area were warned that some
Crowell into the most productive and
prisoners were at large, and to be
creative years of his life.
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L

uxury townhouses overlooking Red Brook
Harbor with views out to Buzzards Bay.
lst and 2nd floor master suites, fine finish work
Kerrie A. Marzot 508.274.2236
and appointments throughout. Make your
kmarzot@capecodhouses.com
reservation now to customize the interior layout
Open
Monday-Saturday
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touches. $925,000 &8-6,
up. Sunday 9-5
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select olive oils and balsamic vinegars from around the world

Authentic
hAndcrAfted
Lighting

Reproductions
of Early American,
Ingredients (Serves 1)
Colonial, and Marine
1 navel orange, sectioned
Lanterns, Sconces
1 ripe Haas avocado
and Chandeliers.
1½ T Gustare Picual EV Olive Oil
Handcrafted in
½ T orange juice, freshly squeezed
our shop by
A pinch of sea salt and pepper, freshly ground
Cape Cod
1 t finely chopped parsley, plus a few sprigs for garnish
Coppersmiths.
Directions

Orange & Avocado Salad

Cut avocado in half from stem to bottom. Open and
remove seed. Carefully peel or, with a paring knife,
cut off skin. Slice each half into 4 or 5 wedges. Combine
olive oil, orange juice, salt and pepper. Stir in parsley.
Arrange orange sections and avocado wedges alternately
in a shallow soup plate or large dinner plate in a pinwheel
design. Drizzle the vinaigrette over the fruit. Garnish with
a small a few sprigs of basil in the center of the pinwheel.
Whatever vinaigrette remaining in your dish is great for
dipping a warm slice of your favorite crusty bread. Enjoy!

Chatham 508.945.4505

Mashpee Commons 508.477.2010

the
nAuset
LAntern
Visit
our stores
shop
or website to

52be
Route
6Aby
inspired
Orleans,
MAmore!
recipes and
800-899-2660
Wellesley 781.416.2012

www.nausetlantern.com
gustareoliveoil.com
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vigilant. “I vividly remember needing
to
go outside,”
my
Crowell’s
successEllis
as awrites,
decoy “as
carver
grandparents
ushis
inside
all
allowed him to had
bothkept
follow
passion
day.
I volunteered
go outa network
and get
for bird
hunting andtocreate
some
kerosene
from
behind
barn
of customers
that
would
helpour
elevate
in
As Ihefilled
upamassed
the jar
himthe
to backyard.
fame, though
never
halfway
withNotkerosene,
I peeked
great wealth.
only did he
provide
around
thewith
corner
andhe
there
was
customers
decoys,
also he
guided
dressedonin the
darkCape
blue and
coveralls
in a
hunts
in towns
blue fatigue
jacket with
letters
such
as Wenham,
northwhite
of Boston.
reading, ‘PW.’
I ran back
the house
Harvard
professor
John inPhillips,
an
anduential
told my
grandparents,
which
infl
hunter,
outdoorsman,
and
prompted my grandfather
to patrol
conservationist,
placed Crowell
in
the yard
with
bat. inThe
prisoner
charge
of his
duckacamp
Wenham
and
was
caught
trying
to swim
the
employed
him
for more
thanacross
10 years.
canal
under
the Sagamore
Bridge.”
Here, the
craftsman
would leave
decoys
and miniature bird carvings that caught
Ellis’
second
encounter
was apolitical
much
the eyes
of other
well-known
friendlier
and businessexchange.
leaders. “My neighbor
[a practical engineer at Camp
Edwards]
brought
home
two POWs
At
the height
of his
career,
states
for dinner
one Sunday,
and
after
Harmon,
“Crowell’s
customers
included
playingFord,
basketball
with[the
me,
one
Henry
W. H. Hoover
vacuum
of the prisoners
book
of
company
founder],noticed
Pierre S.a du
Pont,
ships Storrow,
on the ground.
He asked
if I
James
Massachusetts
governor
liked ships
and told the
me he
was in
Leverett
Saltonstall,
royals
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We welcome your questions about all of the options we offer:
Garden Houses, Pool Houses, Gazebos, Furniture, Play Structures,
Animal Structures, Garages and many styles of Sheds!

Serving Massachusetts businesses and residents.

the navy.” After the neighbor hosted
Elmer
Crowell’sfor
workshop
Harwich.
the
prisoners
anotherindinner
the
Photo courtesy
Jimpaid
Parker
following
week,ofhe
Ellis a visit as
the prisoners had left gifts for him.
England, and many more.” Crowell’s
“Wrapped inside some newspaper,”
reputation grew, and he was able to
Ellis writes, “were a hand-carved boat
work fairly steadily even through the
and a German military insignia from
Great Depression. His full-time career
a prisoner’s uniform.” Ellis says he
as a bird carver began in 1912; he carved
never learned the names of the two
nearly until his death in 1952.
prisoners he met, or what eventually
became of them, yet to this day he has
Crowell married Laura Linwood Doane,
the mementos they gave him.
also of Harwich, who died in 1925 at the
age of 56 of a cerebral hemorrhage. His
In 1991, a film starring Walter
only child, son Cleon, worked alongside
Matthau and Robert Carradine
him for many years and became an
titled The Incident was released,
excellent bird carver in his own right.
telling a fictional story set at a World
Occasionally, the father-and-son team
War II prison camp in Colorado.
would create and sell weathervanes
According to theincidentmovie.com,
or take on odd carpentry jobs. “He’d
a website dedicated to the film—and
remodel a place,” Harmon says, “and
to providing details about real-life
give the owner a decoy as a memento.”
POW camps in the U.S.—following
For the most part, though, Crowell was
the surrender of German forces in
a rare talent whose skill, timing, and
May of 1945, German prisoners were
luck allowed him to devote his entire
supposed to be repatriated back
adult life to his passions for hunting and
to Germany. According to the site,
carving birds.

Two Convenient Cape Cod Locations to serve you:
620 Route 28, Mashpee • 508-477-6888
1 Katie Marie Drive, Bourne • 508-759-4888
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ORLEANS, MA

Or visit our photo gallery: theshedplace.com
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fact
that Germany
drake and a hen widgeon. Courtesy
in disarray and food in the country
of the Harwich Historical Society
was scarce, many prisoners were
repatriated in 1946, some even later.
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Before being sent home, Ellis says
many of the prisoners were first
sent to England to help rebuild that
country’s infrastructure. Other
German prisoners, according to
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Ellis says at least a few Germans who
had been imprisoned at the POW
camp stayed in the area or returned
to
in theworked
years following
the
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The renovation of the A. Elmer Crowell
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that in POW
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Historical Society
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housed German prisoners. Pine trees
surround quiet paved roadways that
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including Camp Edwards—will find
little trace of the camp that once
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of living prisoners experienced in
American camps—based on factors
including housing, sanitation, food
and recreation—as exceeding that
of the regular German army. At the
time, many in the press were critical
of these scenarios, arguing that the
prisoners were being coddled.
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roasted to order. The coffee is
grown without the use of any
chemical pesticides or fertilizers.
The environment is protected
for animals and humans for
future generations.
Anne Valdez is a world-renowned

Pearl Turks Head Bracelet

expert in the field of coffee with over
25 years of experience.

Professional pearl restringing 508.228.2592
Nantucket Knot on Leather 14k Or Sterling

CHOOSE FROM OUR THREE VARIETALS AND DECAF.
NOW AVAILABLE IN GROUND AND WHOLE BEAN.

10% of the profits are donated to organizations that
Heidi Weddendorf
support preserving natural habitats and wildlife.
508.228.2592 • P.O. Box 2388, Nantucket, MA 02584
2454 Meetinghouse Way (Route 149) West Barnstable, MA
HEIDI WEDDENDORF.COM
To order visit www.amritacoffee.com
508-362-2676
• Open 7 days 9-4 • www.westbarnstabletables.com
Showing at Erica Wilson and The Artists Association
or call 407.719.2390
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Elmer Crowell’s workshop was
recently rebuilt on the grounds of
the Harwich Historical Society, and
visitors today can see where the
artisan created his masterpieces.

Several bird carvers and fans of Crowell’s
art have made pilgrimages to the barn.
That the term
Sagamore—as
in their
“Sometimes
people
will come with
Bourne’s
Sagamore
Village,
the their
birds, sit on
the bench,
and have
Sagamore
Bridge
the Sagaphotos taken,”
saysand
Desiree
Mobed, the
more
Innformer
Restaurant—is
a Native
society’s
director. Parker
relates
American
thatwho
means
chief
a story of aterm
woman
recently
visited
orthe
sachem.
On the
side her
barn with
the mainland
Crowell carving
ofhusband
the canal,
consider
visiting
had
given her
early Sagin their
amore
Hill, which
is located
withmarriage.
“Her husband
had
passed
in
the Scusset
Beach“but
State
away,”
Parker says,
shePark.
felt good
The
siteable
is a to
peaceful
to be
take thewalking
bird to area
the shop
with
gorgeous
trees and beautiful
where
it was carved.”

Did you know?

Cape Cod Canal
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“I love
how smallSigns
the town
Professional
for of Bourne is . . . there is a sense
of Home
community
where people support one another no
& Business
matter their age or background.”
Natalia Gordon, 18, Bourne High School senior
Visit our
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The Cape Cod Canal Region
Chamber of Commerce hosts the
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of CAPE
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2016 Eastern Bank Concerts in the
independence is a longtime
Maintenance
and Service Park Series on Thursday evenings
Bourne
tradition. Typically,
Specializing in BMW, Porsche,
in July and August, from 6:30the activities include food,
Volvo and Mercedes-Benz
8:30 p.m. The series features free
games and a festive holiday
performances by regional bands
parade along Main Street
at the gazebo in Buzzards Bay Park
in Buzzards Bay. This year,
at 70 Main Street. Fun music—and
the 4th falls on a Tuesday!
great canal views! Learn more at
For more details, check out
capecodcanalchamber.org,
Bournemanyon
the 4th
of July’s
/ 508.563.3848
“Thank You, to our800.360.3848
friends who
Sports and Special Cars
have been loyal customers to Sports
or call 508-759-6000.
127 County
Road,
North Falmouth
page.
Imports of Cape facebook
Cod for more than
Give your car what it needs—
30 years. As much as I enjoy working
on these wonderful cars, what is
more important to me are their
wonderful owners. Thanks to you,
we are now beginning our 33rd Year!”
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views overlooking Cape Cod Bay.
InInWorld
War II,toanassisting
artillery posiaddition
with the
tion
was established
the hill
rebuilding
project, on
Parker
hastoleant
defend
the canal,
today you
memorabilia
to and
re-create
Crowell’s
can
see where
the massive
working
environment.
“I hadguns
collected
once tools
stood.
certain antique
similar to the ones
that Elmer used, like an old Murphy
knife,” he says. “We found an old
band saw that we believe is the same
manufacturer and model that Crowell
used.” Crowell’s original carvings are
too valuable to house in the barn at
this time, but the unfinished decoy and
miniature bird models on display have
been crafted from Crowell plans by
Cape Cod artist Steven Weaver.

NOAH WIEHE

bourne

Hungry? The Chart Room in
Cataumet is known for its lobster

MINGLEWOOD HOMES, INC.

salad, tasty mudslides and a killer
view overlooking Red Brook
Harbor. Another savory option is
Flynn’s Irish Pub in Sagamore,
which won “Best Burger” in CAPE
COD LIFE’s 2015 readers’ choice
awards. On Tuesdays, try the “TwoTimin’ burger!”
Two more Bourne organizations
heat up every summer: the Bourne
Historical Society, which hosts

Cape Cod Canal Railroad Bridge

Juell Buckwold, a docent at the Harwich
Historical Society, was a neighbor
of Crowell and best friends with his
great-granddaughter, Peg, so when she
opens up the barn each day, she takes
a trip down memory lane. “Elmer was
aronald
jolly gentleman,”
she recalls. “He was
wilson
kind, always had time for us, told us
Tobey
Little
stories
aboutIsland,
his life or
aboutBay
different
animals. We would often filter over to
The first community most visitors
the workshop, where we played with the
experience, or at least drive through,
shavings.”
when they arrive on Cape Cod is
Bourne. Though the traffic over the
Buckwold says she never took one of
bridges may be hectic in summer,
Crowell’s carvings, though he offered
a visit to Bourne’s villages—from
them to her more than once. “He was a
Cataumet to Pocasset, Bournedale
people person,” she says. “You wanted
to Sagamore—may be the epitome
to be near him, to watch him, to listen
of a quiet Cape Cod getaway.
to him. It’s wonderful he’s back in
Harwich; this is where he belongs.”
Naturally, the Cape Cod Canal—
which has bisected the peninsula
Chris White is freelance writer who teaches
since 1914—is a major attraction
English at Tabor Academy in Marion.
all year long. Sightseers can view
shipping traffic on the manmade
waterway throughout the year, and
the herring run is an attraction
every spring. Along the canal,
walkers, runners and cyclists take

events where attendees can learn
about blacksmithing and other oldtime trades; and the Bourne Braves,
which play their Cape Cod Baseball
League home games at Doran Park.
Opening Day for the team’s 2016
season is Friday, June 10, at 6 p.m.

1281 Main Street, Chatham | 508.945.5068 | www.minglewoodhomes.com

dean farris

Wing’s Neck Lighthouse
advantage of 13-1/2 miles of paved
trails, and fishermen can always
be foundth casting for a catch. For
30 A iv
another view,nnhop
eraboard
sary a Hy-Line

A few more peaceful spots in
town include the Four Ponds
Conservation Area, which offers an
enjoyable 3-1/2 mile nature trail in
Pocasset: and Monument Beach, a
spacious beach near the western
entrance to the canal, which offers
scenic harbor views and remains
relatively quiet in the summer.

canal cruise in spring or summer.
clothing
shoes

Near
the Cape Cod Canal Railroad
gifts
Bridge,
books visitors will come across
thenewborn
Aptucxet
Trading
to size
16 Post, which
is open on select days during
theVoted
year.
1627, the Pilgrims
BestIn
Children's
constructed
a Since
post 2002
on the site to
Clothing Shop
trade with Native Americans and
route 6a
the115
Dutch.
Though the original
orleans was destroyed, the
structure
508.240.0460
foundation
was discovered in the
19thkid-kaboodle.com
century and a replica was built
and exists on the location today.

jeff urquhart

Cape Cod Canal
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